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Abstract

A programmable Java distributed system, which utilises
the free resources of a heterogeneous set of computers
linked together by a network, has been developed. The sys-
tem has been successfully deployed on over 200 computers,
which were distributed over a number of locations, and has
been successfully used to process bioinformatics, biomedi-
cal engineering, and cryptography applications. We present
two bioinformatics applications, DSEARCH, which per-
forms sensitive database and DPRml which performs dis-
tributed phylogeny reconstruction by maximum likelihood.

1. Introduction

There are many problems in modern scientific research
which require large computational resources. The tradi-
tional way of providing these computational resources was
to build large multi-processor supercomputers. However the
costs of these dedicated systems can be prohibitive. A num-
ber of distributed computing systems have been built to
process computationally intensive problems, without the
traditional high costs associated with dedicated parallel
hardware and clusters, by utilising the spare clock cycles
of ordinary computers, which would otherwise have not
been utilised to their full potential. Currently there are a
few notable distributed computing platforms such as SETI-
@home [1], United Devices [17], and distributed.net [5].
These systems are generally referred to as web computing
systems, where their resources are distributed across the In-
ternet.

SETI@home [1] has harnessed the spare resources of
over 4 million donor machines, and has demonstrated the
potential of such heterogeneous distributed systems. There
are however limitations with current distributed systems.
Many are platform dependent [1, 5, 17], which incurs higher
maintenance and development costs. Others are hard coded
to perform only a single task [1, 13].

We have designed a programmable, platform-
independent, heterogeneous, distributed system [12]
using Java. Two bioinformatics applications have been suc-
cessfully developed to run on the distributed system. The
system has been deployed on over 200 PCs. The soft-
ware we have developed is open source and available under
the GNU GPL license free of charge.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2,
we provide an overview of the distributed system. In Sect. 3
describe two bioinformatics applications, DSEARCH and
DPRml, which have been developed for the system. We
conclude in Sect. 4 and note future directions for our re-
search.

2. Java distributed system

The foundations for the distributed system used in this
paper, were laid in the Java distributed computation li-
brary [7] and its extension [12]. It arouse out of a need for
a scalable distributed system, that was easy to program and
deploy.

2.1. Design

There are three distinct parts to the system. These are the
client, the server, and the remote interface (fully described
in [12]). The user is required to extend two classes to cre-
ate a Problem to run on the system. The DataManager
class (in the server) specifies how the problem is to be par-
titioned into units of work and the intermediate results put
together, facilitating the computation of more generalisable
problems, rather than being limited to trivially parallelis-
able problems [1, 13, 17]. The Algorithm class (in the
client) specifies the actual computation.

The users of the system do not need any knowledge of
the topology or workings of the system in order to sub-
mit problems and get their processed results back. They just
provide a DataManager, an Algorithm, additional re-
quired classes, and data to be processed (if required), to cre-
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ate a self contained Problem object. A Problem object
provides a predefined interface to the functionality that the
user has provided in their DataManager.

2.2. Communication

Communication within the system is based on a com-
bination of Java RMI and ordinary Java sockets. RMI is
a built-in facility in Java that allows one to interact with
objects that are actually running in Java Virtual Machines
(JVMs) on remote hosts on a network, and avoids the need
for the designer to worry about low level communication is-
sues. Data files, which may be large, are transmitted using
ordinary sockets, which is more efficient than RMI.

3. Applications

We have deployed the distributed system in our univer-
sity across 3 locations, by running it as a low priority back-
ground service in a number of computing laboratories, con-
sisting of approximately 200 desktop PCs of various mod-
est specifications (Pentium IIs up to Pentium IVs running
assorted versions of Windows and Linux OSs) and on every
node of an IBM Linux cluster (32 Dual PIII 1 GHz nodes)
with all machines connecting via a 100 Mbit/s network to
a single server (Pentium III 500 MHz). The distributed sys-
tem has been running for over 3 year, in various different
forms, and numerous different scientific applications have
been create to run on the system.

The distributed system has so far been used to process
problems from areas such as bioinformatics, biomedical en-
gineering, and cryptography. The rest of this section will de-
scribe two bioinformatics applications and present perfor-
mance results for each.

3.1. DSEARCH: sensitive database searching us-
ing distributed computing

Database searching for similar sequences is one of the
fundamental tasks in bioinformatics. The two most rig-
orous search algorithms are the Needleman-Wunsch [10]
and Smith-Waterman [14] algorithms. However for large
databases it is not feasible to perform searches using these
algorithms. Many heuristic search algorithms have been de-
veloped but these reduce the sensitivity of a search and can
fail to detect certain matches. When given the choice, most
biologists would prefer to use the more rigorous algorithms
for their searches.

One way to significantly reduce the runtime of long
searches is to parallelise the search process across multi-
ple processors. Many approaches to parallelising database
searching have been investigated because database search-
ing is both computationally intensive and easily paral-

lelised. However the overriding problem with many of
these programs is that specialised parallel hardware and
software is often required, making these programs ei-
ther prohibitively expensive or simply too complicated
to set up. DSEARCH is a fully cross-platform paral-
lel database search program that does not require any
specialised parallel hardware or software.
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Figure 1. Speedup achieved by DSEARCH
over a network of 83 semi-idle machines.

DSEARCH [8] operates over a client-server topology
and the search is parallelised by splitting the database into
dynamically sized units that are subsequently searched on
the donor machines. The parallel granularity is dynamically
controlled during each search to match the processing abil-
ities of the current set of donor machines. The user edits a
straightforward configuration file to tailor their computation
and chooses one of the built-in search algorithms [4, 10, 14].
The inputs to the program are a FASTA database file, a
FASTA query sequences file, a scoring scheme, and a con-
figuration file.

Figure 1 shows how DSEARCH scales with increasing
numbers of processors. A general comparative metric, like
speedup for homogeneous systems, does not exist yet for
heterogeneous systems, so for the speedup graph in Fig. 1
we used a laboratory of 83 homogeneous processors (Pen-
tium III 1GHz).

3.2. DPRml: Distributed Phylogeny Reconstruc-
tion by Maximum Likelihood

One of the great challenges of molecular biology is the
completion of the tree of life [3]. The massive accumula-
tion of genomic data has led to increased interest in the pro-
duction of large and accurate phylogenetic trees. However
the decision problem associated with searching for the best
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tree from a set of taxa is NP-hard [2]. Therefore it is not fea-
sible to perform an exhaustive search of the tree space for
trees of a non-trivial size. Maximum likelihood (ML) evalu-
ation has been widely acknowledged as one of the most ac-
curate techniques for reconstructing phylogenies.

In an effort to construct large and accurate phyloge-
netic trees, while still keeping overall processing times
reasonable, a number of researchers have developed par-
allel ML programs that utilise the stepwise insertion ap-
proach [15, 16]. One of these programs [15] also em-
ploys some simple distance based heuristics to try to re-
duce the number of generated trees. These programs have
been successful in speeding up phylogenetic computations
but the overriding problem with these programs is that spe-
cialised parallel hardware and software is often required.
For most researchers, this can make these programs either
prohibitively expensive or simply too complicated to set
up. Furthermore these programs are often implemented in a
platform specific language which imposes a restrictive limit
on the numbers and types of machines that can be used in
a parallel computation. It should also be noted that some
of these earlier parallel programs only allowed the user to
choose from a very limited number of DNA substitution
models, which often leads to a poor model fit resulting in
sub-optimal trees.
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Figure 2. Speedup achieved over 50 taxa
dataset with 6 problems running simultane-
ously.

We have identified the suitability of phylogenetic analy-
sis to large-scale heterogeneous distributed computing and
have developed a fully cross-platform distributed applica-
tion, DPRml [9], which we believe to be one of the most
general and powerful likelihood-based phylogenetic tree
building programs currently available. DPRml is, to our
knowledge, the first distributed phylogenetic tree building

program to satisfy each of the three requirements outlined
above. The generality of our program is demonstrated by
the fact that DPRml, written in Java, can run on virtually
any architecture and operating system simultaneously while
only using the spare clock cycles of donor machines. No
specialised computer hardware is required, and no expense
is incurred if idle computing resources are harnessed. This
would not be as straightforward for a distributed applica-
tion written in a native language because the application
would have to be compiled for each particular architecture
and operating system. We have demonstrated the ease of
use and platform heterogeneity of DPRml with experiments
that utilise the spare computing resources of several dif-
ferent architectures and operating systems simultaneously.
The user has a very straightforward configuration file with
which to tailor the computation and can choose from one of
the most extensive ranges of DNA substitution models cur-
rently available.

Our performance analysis (see Fig. 2) demonstrates how
effective DPRml can be for speeding up the process of con-
structing large phylogenetic trees. Biologists generally run
stochastic algorithms, such as DPRml, a number of times,
thus Fig. 2 shows the efficiency of running 6 instances of
the application in parallel. DPRml is a staged computation
so running a single instance of the application will result in
clients becoming idle whilst waiting for stages to be com-
pleted.

DPRml implements an already proven tree building al-
gorithm [11, 16] and uses the popular Phylogenetic Analy-
sis Library (PAL) v1.4 [6] for all its likelihood calculations.

4. Conclusion

We have examined a variety of other existing distributed
systems [1, 5, 13, 17] and have produced a system that com-
bines the advantages offered by each of these existing sys-
tems and overcomes many of the disadvantages of each sys-
tem. Central to our success was the use of Java to imple-
ment the distributed system. Our distributed system is ca-
pable of being deployed in a typical heterogeneous Inter-
net/intranet environment. We presented two bioinformatics
applications, DSEARCH and DPRml, which have success-
fully utilised the spare clock cycles of over 200 PCs.

Our future work will concentrate on enhancing the adap-
tive scheduling strategy in the distributed system and we
will be creating more distributed bioinformatics applica-
tions.

The software is freely available under an open source
GNU GPL licence from the system homepage located at
http://www.cs.may.ie/distributed/
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